DataEndure Managed Compliance
Service Offering

The DataEndure Managed Compliance offering provides more than
just traditional IT governance, risk, and compliance. Security and risk
professionals use DataEndure to align their compliance programs with
top business priorities, communicate the value of those programs to senior
executives, and manage risks associated with security and compliance.

How DataEndure helps
Sharing the compliance burden—DataEndure’s dedicated compliance
specialists help ease the burden of assessment processes by managing
your assessment projects for you. We automate our policy development
and management to help clients maintain efficiency around compliance.
Evolving regulatory requirements and standards—DataEndure regularly
updates and maintains current control-level references to most current and
emerging standards.
High-level and actionable risk-based insight—DataEndure customizes
a variety of dashboards and views for different business rules to enable
clients to quickly receive and understand the information they require to
make informed business decisions.

Typical
challenges
Multiple regulations and
industry standards to
comply with
Maintaining efficiency
around compliance
Complying in a
repeatable way
Time-consuming risk
management

Understand your compliance maturity level—DataEndure can help
you understand your compliance maturity level, get visibility into risks
associated with your critical assets, and help you protect those assets with
the appropriate controls.
Classify assets despite changing business environments—DataEndure
can help you get a holistic view of your environment, delivering the valuable
information and insight needed to classify assets and drive compliance
initiatives for those that are most critical to your business strategy.
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Key features
Extensive standards library included with the
offering that covers current and emerging standards
(PCI, HIPAA, ISO, GDPR)
• Access to control-level standards that are used as the
backbone for building survey, assessment, and mapping
projects within the DataEndure Managed Compliance
offering.
• Regular updates to standards as they change and grow
over time, reducing the complexity of keeping up to
speed as standards evolve.

Assess once and then report on multiple security
and regulatory standards
• Industry-specific solutions are available for financial
services, healthcare, energy/gas and oil, retail, and others.

Move away from using spreadsheets to manage your
audits and compliance initiatives
• Move your compliance data to a centralized platform tuned
for reporting on multiple assessment projects in tandem.
• Ease the burden of annual audits and assessments with
the use of an integrated and full-service platform tuned
to deliver actionable insights into risk potential within your
organization across multiple business units.

Full integration of your vulnerability assessment
tools and ticketing platforms with DataEndure’s
solution
• Track asset vulnerabilities through discovery to remediation
with trend-based “over time” reporting and point-in-time
views of remediation stages.

• Multi-regulation mapping allows re-use of gathered
evidence. Assess for ISO 27001 Certification, and use the
gathered results and evidence to determine alignment
with HIPAA, PCI, GDPR, etc.
• Custom framework support and custom security
standards allow you to support your organization’s unique
requirements.

Benefits we deliver
Tackle multiple requirements and
policies at once—DataEndure’s
Managed Compliance offering
enables your organization to tackle the
burden of achieving compliance across
multiple regulatory requirements,
as well as ensure that your business
units are adhering to your own internal
corporate governance priorities.

Less time assessing, more time
addressing gaps—We streamline the
assessment process through custombuilt automation workflows to reduce
time and effort to assess, giving your
employees the ability to focus on their
core responsibilities.

Seamless integration with existing
departments—For organizations that
have designated risk and compliance
departments, we integrate seamlessly
with their teams to make them more
efficient and allow them to effectively
guide the business strategy through
risk management principles.

Find out how DataEndure can help you comply with industry regulations and
more by contacting sales@dataendure.com or calling us at 800-969-4268.

DataEndure helps companies build digital resilience so that their critical information
assets are protected and available to the right people, at the right time. We take a holistic
approach in architecting and delivering a data management and protection strategy
designed to simplify enterprise environments and accomplish specific customer goals.
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